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Talk about my background and my interest in accessibility and disability studies. Took two courses in graduate school: Making Systems Work for People with Disabilities and Aging and Disabilitythis is an overview, not a deep dive



What is Accessibility? 

The degree to which a product, device, 

service, or environment is available to 

as many people as possible 
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subset of usability�Web accessibility means that people with disabilities can use the Web, meaning they can perceive, understand, navigate, and interact with the Web, and that they can contribute to the Web. Web accessibility also benefits others, including older people with changing abilities due to aging.�UNIVERSAL DESIGN: The design of products and environments to be usable by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design.�If you’ve ever used an elevator or wheelchair ramp instead of stairs, a curb cut to get your bicycle or stroller on to a sidewalk, or a wide, automatic door, you’re benefiting from a more accessible environment�“People with disabilities” is preferred, person-first language“Handicapped” should not be usedGuidelines for Reporting and Writing about People with Disabilities



W3C Web Accessibility Initiative 
● Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 

(WCAG) 
 
http://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/wcag.php 

 

● Accessible Rich Internet Applications (ARIA) 
 
http://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/aria 
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WCAG: Font sizes, color contrast, text alternatives for visual elements, and providing clear navigationAIRA: Interoperability with assistive devices, improving accessibility of dynamic content, and providing keyboard controls in addition to mouse or touch interactions

http://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/wcag.php
http://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/aria
http://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/aria


Types of Impairments 

Visual 
Mobility 
Cognitive 
Hearing 
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It’s hard to talk about accessibility without talking about disability, but it’s important to note that while improving access for people with disabilities is often the focus of accessibility research and guidelines, improving access benefits everyoneVISUAL IMPAIRMENTSAmericans 18 and older who reported trouble seeing even with glasses or contacts, or are blind, with blind: 20,609 potential customersNational Health Interview Survey 2012 from the CDCHEARING IMPAIRMENTS17% of American adults report some degree of hearing loss, over 54 millions peopleNational Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders, part of the National Institutes of Health�- This is significant in part because hearing loss is becoming more problematic due loud headphones making people prematurely deafAge-related hearing losshttp://www.vox.com/2014/9/18/6334205/hearing-loss-headphones-noiseOnly 3.4% are deaf or have serious difficulty hearing (~10.5 million)http://www.disabilitystatistics.org/reports/acs.cfm?statistic=1Erickson, W., Lee, C., von Schrader, S. (2014). Disability Statistics from the 2012 American Community Survey (ACS). Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Employment and Disability Institute (EDI). Retrieved Sep 22, 2014 from www.disabilitystatistics.org- Culturally Deaf individuals don’t consider their deafness to be a disability because within their own cultural group, they are able to communicate effectively and their local environments are equipped in such a way that makes hearing unnecessary. if we look at disability from this perspective, all of us who rely on hearing would be the ones with disabilities in an environment that does not rely on sound for communicatingIf you came across a video that was only in sign language and did not provide subtitles, chances are your access to this content would be inhibitedeven though there is Deaf culture, it’s important not to make mass assumptions about all members of this group either. Some speak and sign, some choose not to speak, some choose to get cochlear implants, and so forthSo it’s our larger culture and the way we tend to design web applications that create access barriers by, for example, not providing accurate subtitles and transcripts for video content



Target Case Study 
USE TARGET HOME PAGE FOR SCREEN 
READER EXAMPLE 
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In 2006, the National Federation for the Blind sued Target under the Americans with Disabilities Act and two California statutes for its site failing to work properly with screen readers.Target argued that the ADA only applied to “brick and mortar” stores and not to its online store.http://www.w3.org/WAI/bcase/target-case-studyEven if sites are more or less coded so where text can be read properly by screen readers, there are issues other technologies like CAPTCHAs, PDFs, and ??http://web.archive.org/web/20060101062450/http://www.target.com/gp/homepage.html (Target.com home page January 2006)



Netflix Case Study 
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In 2010, the National Association for the Deaf filed a class action lawsuit against Netflix over a lack of captions for its online-only videos. Deaf and Hard of Hearing Plaintiffs charged that Netflix was violating the Americans with Disabilities Act by not providing equal access to its “Watch Instantly” streaming content �http://nad.org/news/2011/6/nad-files-disability-civil-rights-lawsuit-against-netflix��- In 2012, Netflix came to a settlement agreement with the National Association for the Deaf that 100% of its content must be captioned by 2014. (It also agreed to caption incoming new content as quickly as possible -- within 30 days by 2014, 14 days by 2015, and 7 days by 2016.)http://www.cnet.com/news/netflix-and-deaf-rights-group-settle-suit-over-video-captions/- However, many users complain that while more videos have captions, they continue to be poorly implemented, often with censoring, poor text placement, bad translations, or still missing altogetherhttp://theweek.com/article/index/255618/how-netflix-alienated-and-insulted-its-deaf-subscribersThis a good example of how simply complying with an accessibility requirement doesn’t necessarily make something more accessible 



Netflix Case Study 
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- Subtitle Appearance Settings



Implementing Web Accessibility 
● HTML5 

○ Role and ARIA attributes 
○ Semantic elements 
○ Proper document outline with headings 

 
● Progressive Enhancement 
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Enter URL to check the page: http://achecker.ca/checker/index.php, http://wave.webaim.org/Color contrastNo text equivalent for images and videosPoorly constructed formsFirefox: Web Developer Toolbarhttp://alistapart.com/article/waiaria



Considerations for e-Commerce 

● Structure content with headings and lists 

● Provide useful link text 

● Code good forms 

● Don’t rely on color alone to convey info 
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http://juicystudio.com/article/eshop-accessibility.php



If you take away one thing... 

 
Accessibility improves your 
application for everyone 
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Researchers are unanimous in agreeing that a lack of user involvement and feedback during the design process is a major contributing factor in accessibility problems
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